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DELICIOUSNESS

THE SCIENCE
OF BUBBLY
Scientists study the nose-tickling effervescence
of champagne—an alluring and
unmistakable aspect of its appeal
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OP OPEN A BOTTLE OF CHAMPAGNE AND POUR YOURSELF A GLASS. TAKE A SIP. THE
elegant surface ﬁzz—a boiling fumarole of rising and collapsing bubbles—
launches thousands of golden droplets into the air, conveying the wine’s
enticing ﬂavors and aromas to tongue and nostrils alike. A percussive symphony of diminutive pops accompanies the tasty mouthful, juxtaposing a
refreshing carbonated chill and a comforting alcoholic warmth. Such is the
enchantment of bubbly, the classic sparkling wine of northeastern France’s
Champagne district, a libation that has become a ﬁxture at festive celebrations worldwide.
Among the hallmarks of a good champagne are multiple bubble trains rising in lines from
the sides of a poured glass like so many tiny hot-air balloons. When they reach the surface,
the bubbles form a ring, the so-called collerette, at the top of a ﬁlled ﬂute. Although no scientiﬁc evidence correlates the quality of a champagne with the ﬁneness of its bubbles, people
nonetheless often connect the two. Because ensuring the traditional effervescent personality of champagne is big business, it has become important for vintners of sparkling wines to
achieve the perfect petite bubble. More than a decade ago several research colleagues from
the University of Reims Champagne-Ardenne and Moët & Chandon
and I decided to examine the behavior of bubbles in carbonated bevOn the rise: The short
but spectacular ascent
erages. Our goal was to elucidate the roles of each of the many paramof champagne bubbles
eters that come into play in bubbling. Close observations of glasses
to the top of a glass emﬁlled with sparkling wine, beer and soda revealed their visually apbodies a complex physicochemical system that is
pealing outgassing to be surprisingly complex. In the years since, we
both more functional and
have learned a great deal about the three main phases of a bubble’s
more picturesque than
one might expect.
life: its birth, ascent and dramatic demise.
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BUBBLE GENESIS
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IN CHAMPAGNE, sparkling wines and beers,
carbon dioxide (CO2) is the principal
agent that produces gas bubbles, which
form when yeast ferments sugars, converting them into alcohol and carbon dioxide molecules. Industrial carbonation
is the source of the ﬁzz in soda drinks. After bottling or canning, the carbon dioxide dissolved in the liquid comes into
equilibrium with the gas in the space directly under the cork, cap or tab.
When the container is opened, the
pressure of the gaseous carbon dioxide
above the liquid falls abruptly, breaking
that equilibrium. As a result, the liquid
becomes supersaturated with carbon dioxide. To regain thermodynamic balance
with the CO2 in the atmosphere, carbon
dioxide must leave the ﬂuid. When the
beverage is poured into a glass, two mechanisms enable dissolved carbon dioxide to
escape: diffusion through the free surface
of the liquid and bubble formation.
Before molecules of gas can coalesce
into embryonic bubbles, however, they
must push their way through the liquid,
the molecules of which are strongly linked
by van der Waals forces (dipole attraction). Bubble formation is limited by this
energy barrier; the supersaturation that
occurs in carbonated beverages is not
strong enough to overcome it alone.
In weakly supersaturated liquids, including champagne, sparkling wines, beers
and sodas, bubbles thus form only when
preexisting gas cavities are large enough
to overcome the nucleation energy barrier. The cavities must be big because the
curvature of the gas/liquid interface leads
to an excess of pressure inside the gas
pocket that is inversely proportional to its
radius. The smaller the bubble, the greater the overpressure within it. CO2 simply
cannot diffuse into bubbles smaller than a
critical size. In newly opened champagne,
the critical radius is microscopic—around
200 nanometers.
To observe “bubble nurseries” in detail,
we aimed a high-speed video camera ﬁt-

ted with a microscope objective lens at the
bases of hundreds of bubble trains. Contrary to general belief, these nucleation
sites are not located on irregularities on
the glass surface, which are much smaller
than the critical radii of curvature required for bubble formation. Bubble nurseries, it turns out, arise on impurities attached to the glass wall. Most are hollow
cellulose ﬁbers that fell out of the air or
were left behind as the glass was wiped
dry. The geometries of these ﬁber particles prevents them from being wet completely by the beverage. They are thus able
to entrap gas pockets when a glass is ﬁlled
[see bottom inset on opposite page].
A bubble forms when dissolved carbon
dioxide molecules migrate into one of
these minute gas pockets. Eventually it
grows to macroscopic size, yet initially it
remains rooted to its nucleation site by
capillary forces. Finally the bubble’s increasing buoyancy causes it to detach, and
a new bubble can form in its place. The
process repeats until too little dissolved
CO2 remains to make bubbles.
My colleagues and I use a stroboscope
to measure the number of bubbles produced per second at each nucleation site.
When the frequency of the ﬂash equals
that of bubble production, the bubble
train appears frozen.
Because bubble growth depends also
on the concentration of dissolved carbon
dioxide content, bubble formation frequencies vary from one carbonated beverage to another. In champagne, for example, the most active nucleation sites emit
up to about 30 bubbles per second. The
gas content of beer is about a third that of
champagne, and beer bubble nurseries
produce bubbles only about a third as fast.
BUBBLE ASCENT

AFTER A BUBBLE is released from its nursery, it grows as it rises to the surface [see
middle inset on opposite page]. Carbon
dioxide molecules continuously diffuse
from the liquid into the bubble as it
ﬂoats along. As bubbles expand, they be-

come more buoyant, so they accelerate
upward and separate from one another.
Bubbles in beers and sparkling wines
are more than just pockets of gas because
these beverages are not pure liquids. In
addition to water, alcohol and dissolved
carbon dioxide, the drinks contain proteins, glycoproteins, and other organic
compounds that can behave like detergents, also known as surfactants.
Surfactant compounds combine water-soluble and water-insoluble parts. The
surfactants come out of solution and encircle bubbles, aiming their hydrophobic
ends into the gas and sticking their hydrophilic ends into the liquid.
The surfactant coating changes how a
bubble plows its way through the liquid after it detaches. The shieldlike coat stiffens
the bubble, which makes it encounter
greater resistance from the liquid, compared with a more ﬂexible, surfactant-free
sphere. In addition, surfactant molecules
encountered during ascent gradually collect on the bubble surface, making it more
rigid still. The hydrodynamic drag experienced by a rising bubble of ﬁxed radius
thus increases progressively; the bubble
slows to a minimum velocity when the
gas/liquid interface becomes almost totally contaminated by surfactants.
That is not necessarily true for bubbles
that expand as they rise, however. A growing bubble adds surface area, which offers
more space to adsorb surfactants. Swelling bubbles are consequently subject to
opposing effects. If the expansion rate overcomes the speed with which surfactants
stiffen the surface, a bubble “cleans” its
interface constantly because the ratio of
the surface area covered by surfactants to
that free from surface-active agents decreases. If this ratio instead increases, the
bubble surface becomes inexorably contaminated by a surfactant monolayer and
grows rigid.
My co-workers and I measured the
drag coefficients of expanding champagne
and beer bubbles during their journeys up
to the surface and then compared our data

IN BRIEF

A million bubbles, roughly speaking,
appear when you pour a glass of sparkling wine. Bubbles like these are what
give beer, champagne and soda their
È¨yDå´ĆĆÎ

The life cycle of a bubble in a carbonated beverage is more complex than you
might think. The bubbles are born, for
example, from bits of dust. They are initially a mere 200 nanometers across.

As bubbles rise,Då`¹´ï´ùD¨¨Ămùåes into them, so the bubbles expand.
But soaplike compounds in the liquid
`¹DïïyUùUU¨yåjåïy´ïyàĀD¨¨åD´m
add drag that slows their ascent.
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A bubble dies a spectacular death as it
bursts and jets aromatic aerosols into
the nose and palate of the drinker. The
åï´D´må®y¨¨¹ïyĆĆy´D´`yïy
Dÿ¹à¹ïyUyÿyàDyÎ
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A CLOSER LOOK

Champagne Bubbles
GROWING BUBBLES: The brief existence of a
champagne bubble begins on a tiny mote of cellulose left clinging to the sides of a glass after it is
wiped dry. When the sparkling wine is poured, a
submicron-diameter gas pocket forms on the cel§ø§¸äxUxßÍää¸§þxl`DßU¸³l¸Ālxø³lxßÇßxääøßxx³îxßäîääD§§`DþîāD³lxþx³îøD§§āxĀ
pands it so much that buoyancy causes it to
separate from the nucleation site (bottom inset).
øß³îä¥¸øß³xāî¸îxäøß D`xjîxUøUU§x`¸³tinues to swell as more carbon dioxide makes its
way in (middle insetÊÍ3ø§îD³x¸øä§ājDß¸Dî`Dþ¸ß¸§x`ø§xä³îxUxþxßDxDîîD`îxäx§þxä
to the gas/water membrane, a phenomenon that
slows the bubble’s ascent by boosting its drag.
3¸¸³D îxßxxß³Dîîxäøß D`xjîxDþ¸ß
carrying gas capsule collapses on itself and shoots
a bit of the wine into the air (top inset), thus
x³D³`³îx`DÇD³xÜääx§§D³läDþ¸ßÍ

PRECEDING PAGES: TS PHOTOGRAPHY Getty Images;
THIS PAGE: EISENHUT & MAYER Getty Images; COURTESY OF GÉRARD LIGER-BELAIR (insets)

HOW MANY BUBBLES IN THAT GLASS?
$D³ā`DÇD³xlß³¦xßäDþxl§āø§§xlîä
Ôøxäî¸³jUøîßxäxDß`xßäDþxßx`x³î§āDîîxÇîxl
î¸D³äÿxßîä`x³î`D§§āUāøä³¸lx§äîDî
include both the dynamics of bubble ascension
and mass transfer equations. As one might expect,
the number of bubbles likely to form per glass
depends on both the wine and the glass itself.
0¸øß¿ćć§§§îxßä¸ `DÇD³xäîßDîl¸ÿ³îxll§x¸ Dþxßî`D§øîx§¦x
the one at the left, and you will probably see a million bubbles form in the wine, if
ā¸ø`D³ßx ßD³ ß¸lß³¦³îÍ DÇD³xäxßþxl¸ßxx³î§āUāÇ¸øß³l¸ÿ³
îxÿD§§¸ Dî§îxløîxDîx`³ÔøxîDîUxîîxßÇßxäxßþxäîxlää¸§þxl`DßU¸³
l¸Ālxÿ§§Çß¸UDU§āāx§lîx³ä¸ î¸øäD³lä¸ßxUøUU§xäUx ¸ßxî¸xäDîÍ
SHOW ME THE BUBBLES: DÇD³xäUxäîäxßþxl³D§¸³äîxxløîxD
slender glass with a tulip- or cone-shaped bowl containing six ounces or more, wine
xĀÇxßîääDāÍ5xîD§§j³Dßß¸ÿ`¸³øßDî¸³¸ îxøîxxĀîx³läD³l§îäîx
¸ÿ¸ UøUU§xäî¸îx`ß¸ÿ³jÿxßxîxßxäîß`îxl¸Çx³äøß D`xDßxD`¸³`x³îßDîxä
the aromas carried up with the bubbles and released by their collapse. The slender
äîxÿDßxD§ä¸Çß¸§¸³äîxlß³¦Üä`§§D³lx§Çäî¸ßxîD³îäxxßþxä`x³`xÍ
5xøîxäUxîîxßäøîxl ¸ßlß³¦³äÇDß¦§³ÿ³xîD³îxÙ`DÇD³xÚ
coupe, the short-stemmed, saucer-shaped glasses that were once so fashionable
(bottom of box on next page). Legend has it that these glasses were originally modeled on the celebrated breasts of Marie Antoinette, queen of France in the late 18th
`x³îøßāÍ §î¸øîääî§§Ç¸Çø§Dßjîx`¸øÇxÿDä³xþxßlxä³xl ¸ßlß³¦³
`DÇD³xD³lîøäl¸xä³¸îD§§¸ÿîxîDäîxßî¸ ø§§āx³¥¸āîäÔøD§îxäjD``¸ßl³
to wine connoisseurs. Shallow and wide-brimmed, coupe glasses tend to be unstaU§xD³lî¸¸§¦x§āî¸äÇ§§jD³lîxā D§î¸¦xxÇîxÿ³xDä`¸§lDäîD§§ÿ³xøîxä
l¸Íøßîxßj`¸øÇxäl¸³¸îÇßxäx³îîxx§xD³îUøUU§xîßD³äî¸UxäîDlþD³îDxÍ
To open a bottle of champagne, hold it with the cork pointed at a 45-degree
angle upward, away from you or anyone else. Hold the cork and gently turn the
U¸îî§x³¸³xlßx`î¸³Í2DîxßîD³Ç¸ÇÇ³¸ÿîDUD³jîx`¸ß¦ä¸ø§l`¸x
¸ÿîDäøUløxläÍ §¸ølÇ¸ÇÿDäîxäUøUU§xäçDäîxäDā³¸xäjÙ5xxDßÜä
D³äîxÇD§DîxÜä§¸ääÍÚ
G.L.-B.
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STOP-MOTION

Death of a Bubble
POP GOES THE BUBBLE: The collapse of a champagne bubble begins
³xDß§āDää¸¸³DäîUßxD`xäîxäøß D`x¸ îxUxþxßDxÉsequence at right).
³îxäx`¸³lDxjîxî³§Ôøl§îDî`¸³äîîøîxäîxxxßxlÇDßî
¸ îxUøUU§xDä¥øäîßøÇîøßxlÍøß³îäxĀîßxx§āUßx xþx³îjîx
äDÇx¸ îxUøUU§x³xDß§āD§§xîxßÿlxßxD³ä³îD`îÍ5x
`¸§§DÇäx¸ îx`Dþîāþxäßäxî¸DäÇxxl§Ôøl¥xîîDîxäDU¸þx
the surface (third imageÊÍ x`Døäx¸ îä¸ÿ³þx§¸`îājîä¥xîUx`¸xä
ø³äîDU§xj ¸ß³D`DÇ§§DßāÿDþxîDîUßxD¦äøÇîx¸ÿ³î¸lß¸Ç§xîäÍ
ø³lßxlä¸ UøUU§xäDßxUøßäî³xþxßāäx`¸³lD îxßÇ¸øß³jä¸îx§Ôøl
surface is literally spiked with cone-shaped structures, which are
ø³ ¸ßîø³Dîx§āî¸¸ä¸ßî§þxlî¸Uxäxx³ÿîîx³D¦xlxāxÍ
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BUBBLE FLORETS: Because
surface bubbles collapse so
rapidly (in less than 100 microseconds), few photographs
capture the process. But clusters
of champagne bubbles form
þäøD§§āDÇÇxD§³¸ÿxßäDÇxl
structures (left) when they are
deformed by the sucking force
created by a nearby popped
bubble. The bubble caps ad¥D`x³îî¸îxUøUU§x ßxx`x³îßD§
zones are stretched into teardrop
shapes pointed toward the
xÇîā`DþîxäÍ
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THINKSTOCK (wineglass); COURTESY OF GÉRARD LIGER-BELAIR (top left, top right and bottom right);
FROM “RECENT ADVANCES IN THE SCIENCE OF CHAMPAGNE BUBBLES,” BY GÉRARD LIGER-BELAIR ET AL.,
IN CHEMICAL SOCIETY REVIEWS, VOL. 37, NO. 11; JULY 2008 (bottom left, two at middle right and opposite page)
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with values found in the scientiﬁc literature of bubble dynamics. We concluded
that beer bubbles act very much like rigid
spheres. In contrast, bubbles in champagne, sparkling wines and sodas present
a more ﬂexible interface during their ascent. This is not overly surprising, because
beer contains much higher quantities of
surfactant macromolecules (on the order
of several hundred milligrams per liter)
than does champagne (only a few mg/L).
Furthermore, because beer contains less
gas, beer bubbles grow slower than champagne bubbles do. As a result, the cleaning
effect caused by a beer bubble’s expansion
may be too weak to avoid rigidiﬁcation of
its gas/liquid interface. In champagne,
sparkling wines and sodas, bubbles grow
rapidly, and the concentration of surfactants is too low to make them rigid.
BUBBLE COLLAPSE

IN THE SEVERAL SECONDS after its birth and
release, a bubble travels the few centimeters to the beverage’s surface, eventually
ballooning to a diameter of about one millimeter. Like an iceberg, a gas bubble at
the top of a drink emerges only slightly
from the surface; most of its volume remains below. The emerged part, the bubble cap, is a hemispherical liquid ﬁlm that
gets progressively thinner as liquid drains
down the sides. When the cap thins to a
critical thickness, it becomes sensitive to
vibrations and thermal gradients, which
ﬁnally cause it to burst. In 1959 two physicists, Geoffrey Ingram Taylor of the University of Cambridge and Fred E. C. Culick
of the California Institute of Technology,
showed independently that surface tension causes a hole to appear in the bubble
cap and that the hole widens very quickly.
For bubbles a millimeter across, disintegration takes only 10 to 100 microseconds
[see box on opposite page].
After the bubble cap breaks, a complex hydrodynamic process ensues, causing the collapse of the submerged part of
the bubble. For an instant, an open cavity
remains in the liquid surface. Then the
inrushing sides of the cavity meet and
eject a high-speed liquid jet above the
free surface. Because of its high velocity,
this jet becomes unstable, developing a
capillary wave (the Rayleigh-Plateau instability) that fragments it into droplets
called jet drops. The combined effects of
inertia and surface tension give the detaching jet drops a variety of often sur-

A NEW VIEW

The “sparkle” of sparkling
wine is captured here by
laser tomography. Each
bright curve traces the
trajectory of a tiny droplet
in the aromatic aerosol
thrown up by myriad
bubbles as they reach
the surface and burst.
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prising shapes. Finally they take on a
quasi-spherical shape. Because hundreds
of bubbles are bursting each second, the
beverage surface is spiked with transient
conical structures, which are too shortlived to be seen with the unaided eye.
AROMA AND FLAVOR RELEASE

BEYOND AESTHETIC considerations, bubbles
bursting at the free surface impart what
merchants call “feel” to champagne, sparkling wines, beers and many other beverages. Jet drops are launched at several meters per second up to a few centimeters
above the surface, where they come in contact with human sense organs. Nociceptors (pain receptors) in the nose are thus
stimulated during tasting, as are touch receptors in the mouth when bubbles burst
over the tongue; this bursting also yields a
slightly acidic aqueous solution.
In addition to mechanical stimulation, bubbles collapsing at the surface
are believed to play a major role in the
release of ﬂavors and aromas. Fatty acids

and other aromatic compounds in carbonated beverages act as surfactants, so
they latch onto rising bubbles, and then
molecules concentrate at the surface of
the beverage. The aerosol spray created
by the bursting of myriad bubbles consists of clouds of tiny droplets. My research group has used ultrahigh-resolution mass spectrometry to analyze the
aerosols, and we showed that they contain high concentrations of compounds
known to be aromatic or the precursors
of aromas. This discovery supports the
idea that rising and collapsing bubbles
act like an escalator to continuously lift
delicious aromas from the glass to the
nose and the palate.
Gérard Liger-Belair is a professor at the University of Reims
Champagne-Ardenne in France, where he studies the physical chemistry of bubbles in carbonated beverages. He also
consults for champagne vintners, including Moët & Chandon, Veuve Clicquot and Pommery. Liger-Belair splits his
time between the science of bubbles and high-speed imaging, the results of which have appeared in many exhibitions.
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